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Key Points.

◦ Moist entropy budget can possibly be used to differentiate between inten-

sifying and non-intensifying tropical cyclones

◦ Moisture tendency relates to current intensity of a tropical cyclone, with

higher values for stronger tropical cyclones

Abstract. This paper examines the moist entropy and moisture budgets3

in tropical cyclones, as well as their relation to tropical cyclone’s develop-4

ment. This analysis focuses on the dropsonde data collected during Hurri-5

cane and Severe Storm Sentinel (HS3) project and the accompanying satel-6

lite data. Two tropical cyclones of interest are Tropical Storm Gabrielle (2013)7

and Hurricane Edouard (2014). There were three research flights into Gabrielle8

(2013), during its non-developing and decaying stages. Edouard (2014) was9

visited four times in different stages of its life-cycle, twice during the inten-10

sification and twice during the decay. Also, we extended our analysis on the11

larger dataset, consisting of 11 non-intensifying and 12 intensifying systems.12

Our study shows that the moist entropy tends to increase during intensifi-13

cation and decrease during non-intensifying stages. On the other hand, the14

moisture budget relates better to the tropical cyclone’s current intensity than15

its development. The sign of the moist entropy tendency depends on the abil-16

ity of surface fluxes and irreversible moist entropy generation to overcome17

lateral export of moist entropy and loss due to radiative cooling. Edouard’s18

decay during the last research flight was likely the result of increasing wind19

shear and low sea surface temperatures. During its decay, Gabrielle had strong20

column-integrated lateral export of moist entropy and drying between 1 and21
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4 km height. This is probably the consequence of a dry environment at mul-22

tiple levels, amplified by a warm and dry anomaly left behind by previous23

convective activity.24
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1. Introduction

In a tropical cyclone’s evolution, both dynamics and thermodynamics play an important25

role. They affect each other and make the environment either hostile or conducive for26

tropical cyclone development; they can make the storm itself stronger or weaker [Emanuel ,27

1999; Emanuel et al., 2004; Gjorgjievska and Raymond , 2014; Raymond et al., 2014]. The28

interactions between the tropical system and the environment, as well as between the29

winds and the thermodynamic variables can be hard to capture, especially in observational30

data. With new field programs and growing availability of good in situ data this puzzle31

may become easier to solve. Dropsonde data prove to be one of the most useful in situ32

data sets. They provide very good vertical resolution and good horizontal coverage for33

in-storm or storm-environment interaction analysis, depending on the area of coverage.34

This paper will address how moist entropy and moisture budgets affect a tropical cy-35

clone’s development. If we can determine certain patterns in those budgets that relate36

to intensification or decay, those budgets could be another useful tool in forecasting the37

intensity of tropical cyclones. The terms that contribute to the entropy budget are surface38

fluxes, lateral import or export of moist entropy, radiative cooling, and irreversible gener-39

ation of moist entropy. The moisture budget consists of surface fluxes, lateral import of40

moisture and rainfall. For our analysis, we use the dropsonde data from National Aero-41

nautics and Space Administration’s (NASA’s) Hurricane and Severe Storm Sentinel (HS3)42

project [Hock et al., 2016]. This project focused on processes during hurricane formation43

and intensity change in the Atlantic Ocean. Because of great horizontal and vertical range44

provided by the NASA’s unmanned aerial vehicle Global Hawk, HS3 research flights could45
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target both storm-scale and large-scale processes, which provides a good setup for storm-46

environment interaction analysis. Two storms are chosen for case studies: Gabrielle in47

2013 and Edouard in 2014. Gabrielle decayed or did not develop during the three research48

flights, so it will be used as an example of a non-intensifying storm. Edouard, on the other49

hand, developed into a Category 3 hurricane and four research flights collected dropsonde50

data during intensification and decaying stages, creating a suitable data set for analysis51

of a tropical cyclone’s life-cycle. Even though this is not the first effort to estimate the52

relationships between the thermodynamic budgets and tropical cyclone evolution, this pa-53

per’s strength lies in the analysis using the combination of dropsonde and satellite data.54

According to our literature review, this is the first attempt of estimating the entire moist55

entropy budget in a tropical cyclone from the observational data.56

The budgets of dynamic and thermodynamic variables are used in many papers to57

explain the development of tropical systems. Some authors explore the entropy budget58

of moist convection by viewing the water vapor transport as an imperfect heat engine59

[Pauluis and Held , 2002a, b; Pauluis , 2011; Warner , 2005]. These papers show in detail60

the magnitudes of irreversible generation, surface fluxes, and the radiative loss of entropy61

in the model, during the moist convection. There is one more part of the budget that62

is not present in their model setup. It is the divergence of entropy flux, or the lateral63

entrainment of moist entropy, which comes from the interaction with the environment.64

Neelin and Held [1987] introduced the gross moist stability (GMS), a parameter related65

to the convection strength. It depends on the net outflow of moist static energy. Minima in66

GMS correspond to tropical convergence zones. An alternative approach to the calculation67

of GMS is to use moist entropy instead of moist static energy. Those two variables68
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are closely connected and both are quasi-conserved in moist processes. Raymond et al.69

[2007] modified the calculation of GMS by normalizing the net lateral export of moist70

entropy by lateral import of moisture. This normalized gross moist stability (NGMS),71

in conjunction with the net change in moist entropy, can be directly used to calculate72

the net rainfall rate in the steady state. The net precipitation is inversely proportional73

to NGMS, meaning that smaller positive NGMS leads to more precipitation [Raymond74

et al., 2007]. Negative NGMS results in a positive feedback effect, further drying out the75

dry and further moistening the moist environments [Sessions et al., 2010]. The latter76

case indicates that lateral import of moist entropy in conjunction with lateral import of77

moisture would increase the possibility for intensification. Raymond and Sessions [2007]78

used a cloud resolving model to examine the environmental moistening and stabilization79

effects on NGMS and rainfall. Their results show the increase of rainfall and decrease of80

NGMS for moister or more stable environments. They related such behavior to a more81

bottom-heavy vertical mass flux, which decreases the depth of the inflow layer, inhibiting82

the import of low entropy mid-level air. The composite analysis from Masunaga and83

L’Ecuyer [2014] shows that the onset of deep convection happens when moist static energy84

(MSE) divergence and GMS reach values close to zero. Deep convection keeps GMS small,85

but positive, by strong export at upper levels. In their analysis, this is followed by increase86

in MSE divergence, due to stratiform rain occurring in mature convective systems. Inoue87

and Back [2015] explore MSE budgets and NGMS on different time scales. They show88

that horizontal NGMS varies more and has smaller values than the vertical component.89

The studies done so far [Raymond et al., 2007; Raymond and Sessions , 2007; Raymond90

et al., 2011; Masunaga and L’Ecuyer , 2014] show that the smaller the (N)GMS and the91
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lateral moist entropy export, the higher the chance for a system’s development. This is92

likely due to the greater precipitation rate and associated heating per unit surface moist93

entropy flux. In the steady state this flux is correlated with lateral entropy export.94

A lot of effort has been made to explain cyclogenesis using the vorticity and moist95

entropy budgets [Raymond and López Carrillo, 2011; Raymond et al., 2011; Gjorgjievska96

and Raymond , 2014]. Raymond and López Carrillo [2011] attributed the rapid spin-up97

of Pacific tropical cyclone Nuri to strong vorticity convergence in the planetary boundary98

layer. That convergence was a response to the strong low-level increase with height of the99

vertical mass flux. Raymond et al. [2011] found that in addition to low level convergence100

of vorticity, the bottom heavy vertical mass flux profile also reduces the lateral export101

of moist entropy per unit mass. Even though these papers focused on cyclogenesis, they102

do touch on the effect those budgets have on further tropical cyclone development, even103

to the hurricane stage. However, none of those analyze in detail what happens when a104

tropical storm or a hurricane decays and what role the moist entropy and moisture budgets105

play then. Raymond and López Carrillo [2011] also found that Nuri was protected from106

the environmental intrusion by having closed circulations that overlap in the planetary107

boundary layer and at 5 km. This is similar to the hypothesis by Dunkerton et al. [2009]108

where the development occurs due to existence of a protected region, where the storm-109

relative winds and the dry air intrusion are weak.110

We will test the hypothesis that moist entropy increase within a tropical cyclone, a net111

result after considering all parts of the budget, supports intensification. The effects of112

moisture and moist entropy budgets in different stages of tropical cyclone’s life-cycle and113

possible causes for the decay of Gabrielle and Edouard will be discussed as well. Section114
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2 of this paper explains the data and methods used for the analysis. Case studies are115

explained in Section 3. Results are in section 4, while conclusions are in section 5.116

2. Data and Methods

2.1. HS3 project

The dropsonde data used in this analysis were collected during NASA’s Hurricane and117

Severe Storm Sentinel (HS3) project [Hock et al., 2016]. The field measurements were118

done during the peaks of three hurricane seasons in the Atlantic, late August through119

early October, in 2012, 2013, and 2014. The base of operations was NASA Wallops Flight120

Facility at Wallops Island, Virginia. The research flights with dropsondes were conducted121

with the NASA Global Hawk 872 (AV-6) unmanned aircraft. This allowed the dropsonde122

data to reach altitudes of 18-20 km. Also, Global Hawk flights have greater range and123

spatial coverage than flights with manned aircraft. The storms could be targeted further124

to the east than usual, just a couple of days after emerging from the African coast.125

The number of dropsondes per flight varied between 50 and 88. The spatial coverage126

is on the order of 10◦ × 10◦ and the time between the first and the last drop may be127

over 12 hours. The unique Global Hawk capabilities allowed for HS3 research flights to128

have unprecedented spatial and temporal dropsonde sampling by a single aircraft. The129

objective of the project was to target both the inner core and environmental scale, so130

the general flight pattern was a lawnmower pattern, followed by center crossings. The131

lawnmower part allows for the sampling of both the environment and the tropical cyclone132

inner core. The changes to this general flight pattern depended on the synoptic situation133

and the position of the tropical cyclone. There was enough dropsonde coverage to examine134
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the storm-environment interaction in all missions used in this analysis. The peculiarities135

of each research flight will be discussed in more detail in the case studies section.136

2.2. Methods

All dropsonde data from the HS3 project were quality controlled by the Earth Observ-137

ing Laboratory at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) [Young et al.,138

2013; UCAR/NCAR - Earth Observing Laboratory , 1993-present]. The quality controlled139

dropsonde data were further manually inspected for missing or unrealistic data, and lin-140

early interpolated to a vertical resolution of 25 m. This data set was then analyzed with141

an analysis tool called 3D-Var, described in López Carrillo and Raymond [2011]. This142

tool takes spatially nonuniform dropsonde data and interpolates it on a regular grid. For143

the purpose of this analysis, the horizontal grid resolution is 0.5◦ with vertical levels every144

200 m from the surface to an altitude of 16 km. The horizontal domain depends on the145

dropsonde coverage and the size of the system at the time of the research mission. 3D-146

Var enforces mass continuity when interpolating horizontal wind speeds and calculating147

vertical velocity. It also uses the storm co-moving reference frame, with the storm speed148

calculated from Best Track data.149

The analysis is concentrated on the storm itself by creating a smaller domain, or mask,150

centered on the storm center during the research flight. The storm center is detected151

manually from the vorticity field at an altitude of 2-3 km. The domain is kept within152

the dropsonde coverage, to avoid extrapolation. The mask dimensions are 4◦ × 4◦ for153

all cases studied here. This size captures most of the vorticity signal for all missions,154

while being limited to the system’s immediate environment. It is not clear what size of155

mask would be the best choice in general, since tropical systems’ sizes can vary greatly,156
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not just among themselves, but also with time. We opted for a universal size instead of157

encompassing the specific characteristics, since it is hard to establish the precise position of158

the storm-environment interface. A universal size is less subjective and the HS3 dropsonde159

distribution is large enough to accommodate such choice.160

The 3D-Var analysis outputs the measured data, such as pressure, temperature, relative161

humidity and wind speeds, on the regular grid of our choosing. From those fields, other162

dynamic and thermodynamic variables, such as moist entropy, mixing ratio of water vapor,163

and vorticity, are calculated. Furthermore, by combining these variables with wind fields,164

it is possible to calculate tendencies due to lateral import, or lateral entrainment. Moisture165

lateral entrainment, at each grid point, is calculated as follows:166

LEM = −∇h · (ρvhr) (1)167

ρ is the air density, ∇h is the horizontal differential operator, vh is the storm-relative168

horizontal wind velocity and r is the mixing ratio of water vapor. The calculation of169

moist entropy lateral entrainment is similar:170

LEE = −∇h · (ρvh(s− s0)) (2)171

In this equation, everything is as in equation (1), with s and s0 being the specific moist172

entropy at each grid point and the average specific moist entropy. The usage of moist173

entropy perturbation (s− s0), makes equation (2) similar to an eddy flux calculation. In174

later chapters, when lateral entrainment of moist entropy is discussed, it actually refers to175

lateral entrainment of moist entropy perturbation. The specific moist entropy is calculated176

as in López Carrillo and Raymond [2005] and Raymond [2013], with mixing ratios of liquid177
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and ice set to zero and r being the mixing ratio of water vapor:178

s = (Cpd + rCpv) ln(
T

TR

)−Rd ln(
pd
pR

)− rRv ln(
pv
pTP

) +
LRr

TR

(3)179

Cpd and Cpv are specific heat of dry air and water vapor at constant pressure (1005 J180

K−1kg−1 and 1850 J K−1kg−1), Rd and Rv are gas constants for dry air and water vapor181

(287.05 J K−1kg−1 and 461.5 J K−1kg−1). TR , pR and pTP are freezing point of water182

(273.15 K), reference pressure (1000 hPa) and triple point pressure for water (6.1078 hPa),183

LR is the latent heat of condensation (2.5008106 J kg−1). T , pd and pv are air temperature184

(K), pressures of dry air and water vapor (hPa). The average specific moist entropy is185

calculated from moist entropy per unit mass (s(x, y, z)) at all grid points inside the chosen186

domain:187

s0 =

∫ ∫ ∫
s(x, y, z) dx dy dz∫ ∫ ∫

dx dy dz
(4)188

The volume of integration is determined by 4◦×4◦ mask and the vertical extent of 3D-Var189

grid used in this analysis (0 to 16 km). The calculation of moist entropy lateral entrain-190

ment with perturbations (s− s0) reduces numerical issues that arise when calculating the191

derivatives. The divergence of moist entropy flux can be separated into two parts:192

∇ · (ρsv) = ρv · ∇s+ s∇ · (ρv) (5)193

ρ and s are same as before, ∇ and v are three-dimensional differential operator and wind194

speed, respectively. The second term on the right side of equation (5) should be zero,195

following the mass continuity equation, making the divergence of moist entropy flux same196

as the advection of moist entropy. However, mass continuity is not completely satisfied197

in our calculations, due to the numerical divergence calculations and the interpolating198

techniques in 3D-Var analysis. 3D-Var analysis interpolates the data onto regular grid199
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by balancing between the data from dropsondes and the mass continuity. The vertical200

velocity is still strongly dependent of horizontal divergence, but it is not perfectly balanced201

numerically. The resulting mass flux divergence is few orders of magnitude smaller than202

the other terms in (5), but it is not exactly zero. In our calculations of moist entropy flux203

divergence, second term on the right side of (5) becomes too big to neglect. In order to204

decrease the error related to mass continuity deviation, we introduce the subtraction of205

average entropy into our calculations. This does not change anything if mass continuity is206

satisfied, but it decreases the magnitude of the term that should be zero. In calculations207

of lateral entrainment of moist entropy (equation (2)) we are using horizontal divergence,208

which introduces the artificial term−s0∇h·(ρvh). This term introduces significant changes209

in vertical profiles at heights where the convergence or divergence is strong. At the surface,210

the moist entropy advection and convergence become more important relative to mass211

convergence. Particular situations will be discussed in later chapters. Vertically averaged212

results are more robust. In the moisture equivalent of equation (5), the second term on213

the right side is small compared to moisture advection and divergence of moisture flux.214

Therefore, the moisture lateral entrainment calculation is simpler (equation (1)).215

The surface fluxes require sea surface temperatures (SST). We obtain the daily SST216

data with 0.25◦ resolution from NOAA’s National Centers for Environmental Information217

[Reynolds et al., 2007]. This product is very useful for bulk surface fluxes, as both spatial218

and temporal resolution satisfy the needs of our budget calculations. Bulk surface fluxes219

of moist entropy and moisture are:220

Fxs = CEρvs(xs − x0) (6)221
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The bulk moisture exchange coefficient is CE = 0.00118, as indicated in Drennan et al.222

[2007]. ρ and vs are the air density and the Earth-relative horizontal wind speed magnitude223

at the lowest grid level of the 3D-Var analysis. xs and x0 are the values of the moist entropy224

or the mixing ratio of water vapor at the surface and the lowest grid level, respectively.225

The surface value is the saturated value at the sea surface temperature, while the lowest226

grid level is taken to be 0 m, since it is the closest to the often used 10 m height.227

The radiative cooling entropy loss and irreversible generation of moist entropy are es-228

timated from satellite data, in an effort to estimate all parts of the moist entropy bud-229

get. The cloud top temperature from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer230

(MODIS) instrument on NASA’s Aqua and Terra satellites [Platnick, S., et al., 2015] is231

used for the radiative cooling estimate, which is then used for related entropy loss:232

Frad = σT 3
t (7)233

−Frad is the entropy loss due to radiative cooling, σ = 5.67 × 10−8 J s−1m−2K−4 is the234

Stefan-Boltzman constant and Tt is the cloud top temperature.235

The irreversible entropy source is estimated from radiative cooling. The relationship236

is derived from the energy and entropy conservation in radiative-convective equilibrium237

[Pauluis and Held , 2002a; Warner , 2005; Emanuel and Bister , 1996], with the same238

amount of energy coming from the surface fluxes and leaving at the top of tropical cyclone,239

as radiative cooling. Corresponding entropy fluxes are not the same, and the difference240

is assumed to be due to the irreversible generation of entropy. We use this relation for241

estimate of irreversible entropy generation in our budget analysis:242

G = (1− T t

T s

)F rad (8)243
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G represents the irreversible entropy generation source, T t and T s are the horizontally244

averaged cloud top and sea surface temperatures, respectively. This estimate is made with245

the assumption that the irreversible entropy generation does not change significantly from246

the radiative-convective equilibrium. Since the irreversible entropy generation is small247

compared to other budget contributors, this assumption does not significantly affect the248

budget calculations.249

The vertical profile for each three-dimensional variable is obtained by horizontal aver-250

aging over a chosen domain (4◦ × 4◦ mask). In budget calculations we use horizontally251

averaged and vertically integrated values. Those will be indicated by square brackets. If252

the variable has only two dimensions, only the horizontal averaging is done, and that is253

indicated by overbar. The integrated moist entropy budget equation is:254

∂[ρs]

∂t
= −[∇h · (ρvh(s− s0))]− ρw(s− s0)|top + F ss − F rad + (1− T t

T s

)F rad (9)255

with ∂[ρs]/∂t being total moist entropy tendency, ρw(s−s0)|top is vertical flux at the top,256

F ss marks the moist entropy surface flux (equation (6)) and all other parts are described257

in previous paragraphs. The moisture budget consists of the lateral entrainment, outflow258

at the top, and the surface fluxes, which results in the rainfall R in the steady state259

(∂[ρr]/∂t = 0):260

∂[ρr]

∂t
+R = −[∇h · (ρvhr)]− ρwr|top + F rs (10)261

We use the mixing ratio of water vapor (r) as a measure of moisture. Everything except262

rainfall has the counterpart in the moist entropy budget equation. In both budgets, we263

made the assumption that the vertical outflow at the top of the storm is small enough to264

be neglected, which is supported by the results. In our moisture budget results, the total265
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moisture tendency will only include lateral entrainment and surface fluxes. Note that this266

calculation of total moisture tendency makes it highly dependable on the rainfall.267

3. Case Studies

3.1. Edouard(2014)

In 2014, four HS3 research flights targeted Hurricane Edouard in different stages of the268

storm’s evolution. Edouard’s life cycle is described in the Tropical Cyclone Report by269

Stewart [2014]. Prior to the Global Hawk flight on September 11-12, 2014, Edouard had270

intensified to a tropical storm and was intensifying during the flight. The flight pattern271

was the lawnmower pattern, with a higher density of drops near Edouard’s center. It was272

followed by a couple of center crossings. There were 60 dropsondes deployed during this273

flight.274

The next flight, on September 14-15, 2014, encompassed a period in which Edouard275

was at hurricane strength and was undergoing near-rapid intensification. This mission276

had good dropsonde coverage of the environment by lawnmower pattern and the storm277

itself by center crossings, which was done with 80 dropsondes.278

The third Edouard research flight took place when Hurricane Edouard passed its peak279

intensity and started decaying, on September 16-17, 2014. The flight pattern consisted of280

repeated crossings of Edouard’s core, with outward coverage extending far enough to be281

outside the rain bands and convection associated with it. The number of dropsondes in282

this flight was 87.283

The final flight into this system, on September 18-19, 2014, was conducted when284

Edouard was in a high wind shear area, far north and over colder SST. Therefore, it285

was decaying and was downgraded to tropical storm status. The upper- and lower-level286
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centers of vorticity were separated due to the high wind shear. The flight pattern consisted287

of 50 dropsondes and was similar to the first two Edouard flights, with center crossings288

being less on target because of the sheared vortex.289

The naming convention will be simplified in upcoming sections, with Edouard 1 referring290

to the first, Edouard 2 to the second research flight, etc. Edouard 1 and 2 are intensifying291

cases, in tropical storm and hurricane stages; Edouard 3 gives us a look at the hurricane292

at its peak, but decaying; Edouard 4 is a decaying case. This is an excellent data set293

for exploring how the moist entropy and moisture budgets change in different stages of a294

tropical cyclone’s life-cycle.295

3.2. Gabrielle(2013)

Three research flights were done during Gabrielle’s life-cycle [Avila, 2013]. The first296

flight, on August 29-30, 2013, was conducted during the tropical wave stage. The wave297

was not named yet, but had the designation P25L. The intensity did not change much298

during this research flight. The spatial coverage was broad, with a lawnmower pattern299

followed by a center crossing. 72 sondes were deployed, but only the lawnmower drops300

were used for the 3D-Var analysis.301

The second flight, on September 04-05, 2013, caught the system’s decay from a tropical302

depression back to a disturbance. There was another convective system, to the northeast303

of Gabrielle, that was covered with this research flight, which launched 80 dropsondes.304

However, we separated the drops from two systems for our analysis. One caveat for this305

mission was the flight restriction south of Gabrielle, so the domain choice was limited,306

but still adequate.307
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The last Gabrielle research flight was done on September 07-08, 2013 when the storm308

was maintaining its intensity despite high wind shear. It redeveloped a couple of days later.309

The flight consisted of 2 lawnmower patterns, the first covering the broader environment310

and the second concentrated more on the storm itself. The dropsondes used in the analysis311

are the ones closer to Gabrielle’s center.312

For simplicity, the three described research flights will be referred to as Gabrielle 1, 2313

and 3, respectively. Tropical storm Gabrielle is used as an example of non-developing or314

decaying storm, making all three cases non-intensifying.315

4. Results

4.1. Edouard

The analysis of the Edouard cases will be presented in this section. The moist entropy316

budget results, with all the budget contributors represented by differently colored marks,317

are shown in Figure 1a. Note that the lines between the dots are used for easier tracking318

of different budget terms, as well as the differences between consecutive flights. This does319

not represent interpolated values for days between flights. The time difference between320

the flights is two days or more, and is too great for such assumption. The same is true for321

other budget plots. The irreversible generation of entropy is estimated from the radiative322

cooling. Therefore, the sum of their entropy budget counterparts is negative, as can be323

seen in (9).324

The values of the total, column-integrated, moist entropy tendency, shown in Figure325

1c, show the difference between the intensifying and non-intensifying stages. Edouard 1326

(Sept 11) and Edouard 2 (Sept 14) are intensifying and have positive values of total moist327
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entropy tendency, while Edouard 3 (Sept 16) and Edouard 4 (Sept 18) are decaying cases328

and have negative values of total moist entropy tendency.329

Whether the tropical cyclone increases or decreases its moist entropy through the lateral330

exchange with the environment (red dots in Figure 1a), depends on the inflow close to the331

surface, as well as the entropy flow at middle and higher levels. This is further examined332

by vertical profiles of lateral entropy import, shown in Figure 2a-d.333

Edouard 1 and 2 cases show strong moist entropy perturbation import through the334

lowest 1 km, unlike Edouard 3 and 4. The latter two cases even exhibit export above 0.5335

km. In the typical vertical profile, moist entropy has a local maximum at lower levels,336

making those levels the best source of moist entropy through the lateral exchange. So,337

the existence of a strong low-level import makes further development more likely. Vertical338

profiles of vertical mass flux, shown in Figure 2e-h, have strong positive gradient close339

to the surface, indicating the existence of a low-level convergence in all 4 Edouard cases.340

The gradients grow with time, with the last Edouard case experiencing the strongest341

low-level convergence. As was noted in the Methods section, the calculation of lateral342

entrainment of moist entropy perturbation (equation (2)) reduces the sensitivity to the343

mass convergence. It does so most prominently close to the surface. As it can be observed344

from Figure 2, the decaying cases have stronger mass convergence, but weaker entropy345

perturbation import at lowest 1 km.346

Figures 1b and d show the individual sources of moisture and the incomplete moisture347

budget, for all Edouard flights. Note that our total moisture tendency includes only348

lateral entrainment and surface fluxes, not the rainfall. There is no noticeable difference349

in moisture tendencies between Edouard’s intensifying and decaying cases. Edouard’s350
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moisture surface fluxes follow similar pattern as the moist entropy surface fluxes, with351

Edouard 4 having the lowest values. However, the lateral import of moisture is much352

stronger than surface fluxes in all 4 cases, making them the strongest influence on the353

total moisture tendency. Furthermore, the lateral entrainment of moisture is mostly354

influenced by the convergence near the surface (Figure 2a-d). Edouard 2 and 3 have355

similar values of near-surface import of moisture, but above 1 km Edouard imports more356

during intensification. The strongest convergence of moisture happens during Edouard’s357

decay, but other factors inhibit the development, which will be discussed later.358

The first Edouard mission (Edouard 1, Sept 11-12, 2014), which happened during the359

tropical storm and intensifying stage, has the strongest moist entropy import at low levels,360

with weaker export above, caused by almost constant vertical mass flux throughout most361

of the troposphere (Figure 2a and e). Column-integrated lateral entrainment of moist362

entropy is close to zero (first red dot in Figure 1a). It is then up to the surface fluxes to363

increase the moist entropy.364

The second mission occurred while Hurricane Edouard (Edouard 2) was intensifying,365

on Sept 14-15, 2014. Even though the overall lateral export of moist entropy was strong,366

the surface flux was even stronger, increasing the moist entropy in Hurricane Edouard.367

Note that this situation is different than tropical storm or depression stages. Here, the368

tropical cyclone is well organized and it has a lot of moisture and energy, as well as strong369

surface fluxes, so the lateral moist entropy export can be higher and still be favorable for370

intensification.371

Edouard 3 (Sept 16-17, 2014) represents the first decaying case, after reaching peak372

intensity. Its vertical profiles are shown in Figure 2c,g,k. The moist entropy export373
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happens throughout the troposphere, with the exception of few shallow layers. This is the374

reason Edouard 3 has the highest loss of entropy due to lateral exchange (minimum in red375

dots in Figure 1a). In this case, the surface fluxes are a bit lower than in Edouard 2, and376

not strong enough to compensate the loss through the lateral export. The entropy export377

is occurring even close to the surface, where mass convergence is strong. This could be the378

consequence of dry air intrusion coming from northeast and south, which happens below379

1 km (not shown). The near-surface layers advecting drier air seem to have a bigger effect380

on moist entropy than on moisture lateral entrainment.381

Edouard 4 is an interesting decaying case, because of the strong moist entropy import382

in mid-levels (5 - 9 km), as seen in Figure 2d. This is caused by the divergence at those383

levels, which is supported by the negative gradient in vertical mass flux (Figure 2h).384

Here, the entropy increase does not come from import of higher values of moist entropy,385

but from the export of mid-level lower values. Even though the mid-level divergence386

introduces a positive moist entropy perturbation in the tropical cyclone, it also destroys387

the vortex. Figure 3 shows the vorticity tendency due to stretching and total vorticity388

tendency at 6 km. Divergence affects the stretching part of vorticity tendency, which389

decreases the vorticity over entire domain. The maximum reduction happens around the390

vortex center. The negative signal is so strong, that it is still visible in total vorticity391

tendency. Tilting of vorticity introduced a dipole, with increase of vorticity southwest392

from the vortex, but the decrease around the vortex is still there. This divergence is393

related to strong environmental shear, which creates the vortex tilt [Jones , 1995], opening394

up the inner structure of Edouard to outside air. Since the circulation centers at different395

heights are not aligned anymore, the protection from environmental air intrusion, as396
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described in Dunkerton et al. [2009] and Raymond and López Carrillo [2011], does not397

exist. Additionally, Zawislak et al. [2016] showed that strong vertical wind shear dried398

upshear parts of Edouard through the shear-induced subsidence. Another interesting399

feature of this case is the strong moisture inflow, stronger than other Edouard cases,400

extending from surface to above 1km (Figure 2l). This, in conjunction with entropy401

export at same levels, is a sign of convergence of cool and moist air.402

At this point, during Sept 18-19, 2014 mission, Edouard had a lot of moisture coming403

in from low levels, but at low temperatures. This is the consequence of lower sea surface404

temperatures (SST) along the Edouard’s path. The storm reached 40N and the SST405

around Edouard was between 20 and 26C, according to NOAA’s daily SST data. On the406

other hand, the mid-level divergence was very strong, exporting low moist entropy and407

destroying the mid-level vortex. The likely cause for this kind of divergence is strong408

vertical wind shear, that became the important factor in this part of Edouard’s life-cycle.409

4.2. Gabrielle

Unlike Edouard, Gabrielle was not well organized during any of the three Global Hawk410

missions, reaching only the tropical depression strength. Also, it was not intensifying411

during any of the flights, and was decaying during the second flight.412

The total moist entropy tendency is negative for all three Gabrielle missions, and more413

negative than the two Edouard decaying cases (Figures 1c and 4c). Radiative cooling414

plays a big role (green dots in Figure 4a), having higher or comparable effect as lateral415

entrainment and surface fluxes. The reason for such strong radiative cooling is smaller416

cloud-covered area and less convective activity than encountered in Edouard missions.417

Despite negative moist entropy tendency, Gabrielle 1 and 3 did not decay, making them418
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the null cases. The real decaying case is Gabrielle 2, with strongest net entropy loss. When419

compared to other two Gabrielle cases, Gabrielle 2 is losing less moist entropy through420

radiative cooling, but exports much more through lateral exchange with the environment.421

This loss of moist entropy is strong enough to overcome the gain from the surface fluxes.422

The lateral moisture entrainment and the moisture surface fluxes in Gabrielle are much423

smaller than in Edouard (Figures 1b and 4b). This is expected considering the much424

lower intensity of Gabrielle. However, during Gabrielle’s decay (Gabrielle 2, Sept 04-05,425

2013), the moisture is laterally exported between 1 and 4 km altitude (Figure 5h). In this426

case, the lateral export of moisture is stronger than surface fluxes, causing overall drying427

of the tropical cyclone (negative value in Figure 4d).428

Similar to Edouard analysis, we will present the vertical profiles for Gabrielle missions.429

All vertical profiles will be shown on the same scale as corresponding Edouard figures,430

for easier comparison. Figure 5a-c shows the vertical profiles of lateral moist entropy431

entrainment for three Gabrielle cases. The magnitudes of lateral exchange are smaller432

than in Edouard. Also, the surface moist entropy perturbation import is small in all433

three Gabrielle cases, with Gabrielle 2 having the minimum. However, Gabrielle 2 has434

maximum amplitudes above, strongest import around 3 km and export around 6 km. The435

strong entropy export around 6 km is related to the inflow of very dry air from the north436

and northwest (Figure 7).437

The vertical mass flux and lateral moisture import (Figure 5d-i) have smaller magnitudes438

than in Edouard cases. The relative magnitudes of moist entropy and moisture import in439

three Gabrielle cases near the surface are the same, with Gabrielle 1 having the strongest,440

and Gabrielle 2 the weakest import. The Gabrielle 2 vertical mass flux vertical profile441
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shows subsidence between 2 and 7 km. Our analysis indicates that this is mostly coming442

from the northern part of the domain.443

The moist entropy import at 3 km during the Sept 04-05, 2013 (Gabrielle 2) research444

flight is especially interesting when examined in conjunction with vertical profile of lateral445

moisture entrainment (Figure 5b and h). Even though the moist entropy is imported, the446

moisture is being exported. This is partially due to suppressed divergence effect on entropy447

entrainment, as discussed in Methods section. Another possible reason for the mentioned448

discrepancy is the warm and dry air. As it can be seen from horizontal cuts at 2 km449

in Figure 6, there is a warm and dry anomaly occurring in the southeastern corner of450

Gabrielle. This could be the result of a strong convective activity that happened before451

the measurement, leaving the dry and warm anomaly above the cool and saturated surface452

layer in its wake [Zipser , 1977; Houze, 1977]. Zipser [1977] described the existence of two453

very distinct layers behind a tropical squall line, created by two kinds of downdrafts.454

The lowest few hundred meters are cool and saturated, above that is a layer of drier455

air, that can exhibit warmer temperatures than its surroundings. Zipser hypothesized456

that convective-scale saturated downdrafts created a shallow surface layer of cool, near-457

saturated air, while mesoscale unsaturated downdrafts created the layer of unsaturated458

air above. Satellite images taken during the mission indicate some convective activity in459

the vicinity of the warm and dry anomaly in the measurements. It is possible that our460

vertical profiles are showing something similar to the warm, dry layer following a squall461

line passage described in Zipser [1977].462

During the second research flight (Sept 04-05, 2013), tropical depression Gabrielle was463

ingesting dry air at multiple levels, as indicated by vertical profiles of moist entropy and464
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moisture entrainment, while having very weak import of moisture close to the surface.465

This dry air intrusion at multiple levels was mostly the result of dry environmental air,466

with the addition of localized dry air anomaly around 2 km height, which was transported467

further into the storm (Figure 6). This anomaly was possibly left behind by Gabrielle’s468

convective activity in the south-east corner. Therefore, it is a possible contributor, in469

addition to the dry environmental air, to its decay on September 04-05, 2013.470

4.3. Larger dataset

In order for our dataset to be more robust, we expand our analysis to other intensify-471

ing and non-intensifying tropical cyclones. We use the data from other research flights472

during the HS3 campaign, as well as dropsonde data from the Tropical Cyclone Struc-473

ture (TCS08) project [Elsberry and Harr , 2008] and NOAA Hurricane Research Division’s474

(HRD) aircraft missions[NOAA/AOML/Hurricane Research Division, 2010]. All missions475

are described in Table 1. If the target system decays or stays at the same intensity during476

the research flight, then it is designated as non-intensifying. The intensifying cases include477

all missions that observed the intensification. In total, we have 11 non-intensifying and478

12 intensifying cases, in different stages of their life-cycle. Additionally, 10 are a tropical479

storm or a hurricane, while other 13 are a tropical depression, a disturbance or a wave.480

The research flights from Edouard (2014) and Gabrielle (2013) are included.481

Most of the conclusions derived from Edouard and Gabrielle data hold for this big-482

ger dataset. The moist entropy tendency is positive for intensifying and negative for483

non-intensifying cases (Figure 8bottom). The radiative cooling is weaker during inten-484

sification (Figure 8top). The partial moisture budget is better related to the observed485

tropical cyclone intensity than the development potential, with tropical storms and hurri-486
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canes having higher values than tropical depressions and disturbances (Figure 9bottom).487

In the moisture budget, the lateral entrainment plays a more important role than the488

surface fluxes (Figure 9top). The dominance of moisture lateral entrainment in moisture489

budget occurring in this dropsonde dataset confirms the results from the numerical models490

[Trenberth et al., 2007] and the global analysis [Kilroy et al., 2016].491

5. Conclusions

The primary goal of this paper is to establish the connection between the moist entropy492

budget and tropical cyclone development, by analyzing the satellite and HS3 dropsonde493

data from Hurricane Edouard (2014) and Tropical Storm Gabrielle (2013). The first two494

Edouard missions are examples of intensifying cases, while the other two Edouard and all495

three Gabrielle missions are considered non-intensifying. The total moist entropy budget496

indicates moist entropy increase for intensifying cases, and decrease for non-intensifying497

cases (Figures 1c and 4c). Our analysis supports the hypothesis that overall moist entropy498

increase relates to tropical cyclone intensification. This could be considered as a necessary,499

but not sufficient condition for intensification. Our moisture tendency calculations show500

better differentiation between stronger and weaker tropical cyclone (higher values for501

Edouard, lower for Gabrielle, Figures 1d and 4d) than between intensifying and non-502

intensifying cases. This is expected due to our calculation of total moisture tendency and503

its connection to the rainfall.504

The expanded dataset confirms the moist entropy budget’s close relationship with the505

tropical cyclone evolution (intensification or non-intensification), and the moisture ten-506

dency’s relation to the current state of the tropical cyclone (Figures 8 and 9). Also, the507

moisture tendency depends more on the moisture lateral entrainment than the moisture508
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surface fluxes, for both intensifying and non-intensifying cases. These patterns in the509

moist entropy and moisture budgets are expected from examining previous theories and510

analyses, but this paper provides the observational confirmation from very detailed in-situ511

data.512

The moist entropy budget is calculated from four contributors: surface fluxes, lateral513

entrainment, radiative cooling and irreversible generation of moist entropy. Radiative514

cooling and irreversible generation estimates are connected in our analysis, contributing515

negatively to the moist entropy tendency. From the work done on relating the gross516

moist stability to convection [Neelin and Held , 1987; Raymond et al., 2007; Raymond and517

Sessions , 2007], it can be assumed that the weak lateral detrainment relates to strong518

convective activity, which supports tropical cyclone development. That can be assumed519

only in earlier stages of tropical cyclone’s life-cycle. Before the hurricane stage, surface520

fluxes and irreversible generation of entropy are weaker and radiative cooling is stronger,521

which makes the storm more dependent on lateral entrainment as the source of moist522

entropy and moisture. In the hurricane stage of Edouard’s evolution, the storm exhibits523

relatively strong lateral detrainment of moist entropy, leaving the surface fluxes as the524

main source. Once the surface fluxes diminish, the moist entropy in Edouard decreases,525

and we hypothesize this is one of the causes for the decay. A similar situation occurs in526

Gabrielle’s decay, with the additional influence of strong radiative cooling. Overall, the527

sign of the total moist entropy tendency depends on the ability of the surface fluxes to528

overcome losses due to the radiative cooling and lateral entrainment. The moist entropy529

budget as the possible intensification indicator is practically useful because all the im-530
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portant information comes from outside the inner core, making the needed data easier to531

obtain.532

The last Edouard case was different, with column-integrated lateral entrainment being533

close to zero. The main reason for this discrepancy was at the height where strongest534

lateral entrainment occurs. During Edouard 4, most of the moist entropy increase origi-535

nated at mid-levels (4 - 8 km). This increase was due to the export of low moist entropy536

out of the system, rather than the import of higher values. The same divergence that537

caused the low entropy export, could also destroy the vortex, leading to the decay. The538

strong divergence, evident from the shape of the vertical mass flux profile, was probably539

caused by increasing environmental vertical wind shear. Vertical wind shear became an540

important factor in Edouard’s development by the time of the last HS3 mission, bringing541

asymmetries in moisture, vertical velocity and precipitation. At the same time, Edouard542

was importing significant amount of moisture. However, the entropy was weakly imported543

and even exported between surface and 1 km height. This was caused by the convergence544

of moist, but cold air, which was likely related to low sea surface temperatures that545

Edouard encountered. Low sea surface temperatures also decreased the surface fluxes,546

reducing Edouard’s resilience to increasing environmental shear.547

Gabrielle’s decay during the September 04-05, 2013 research flight was probably caused548

by a dry environment, with additional drying induced by the warm and dry anomaly549

around 2 km. It is possible that this anomaly was a remnant of previous convective550

activity.551

The strength of this paper is in the observational point of view of the thermodynamic552

budgets’ relations with the tropical cyclone intensification or decay. However, this explains553
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only some of the processes happening during the tropical cyclone evolution. In the future,554

we will examine the complicated interplay between the dynamic and thermodynamic555

variables, as well as the importance of deep convection and inner core processes.556
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Table 1. Parameters for all missions used for the larger dataseta

Mission Date Location Development Stage Source

Edouard1 (E1) 11-12 Sept 2014 42.5W, 18N Intensify TS HS3
Edouard2 (E2) 14-15 Sept 2014 53W, 25.5N Intensify Hurr HS3
Edouard3 (E3) 16-17 Sept 2014 57W, 33N Decay Hurr HS3
Edouard4 (E4) 18-19 Sept 2014 40W, 39.5N Decay Hurr-TS HS3
Cristobal (C1) 26-27 Aug 2014 71.5W, 30N Intensify Hurr HS3

I90L (I1) 05-06 Sept 2014 28W, 15N Non-develop TW HS3
Gabrielle1 (G1) 29-30 Aug 2013 46W, 15N Non-develop TW HS3
Gabrielle2 (G2) 04-05 Sept 2013 66W, 17.5N Decay TD-TW HS3
Gabrielle3 (G3) 07-08 Sept 2013 68W, 23N Non-develop TW HS3
Humberto (H1) 16-17 Sept 2013 43W, 27.5N Decay TS HS3

I95L (I2) 19-20 Sept 2013 95W, 21N Non-develop TW HS3
Alex1 (A1) 28-29 June 2010 91.5W, 20.5N Intensify TS HRD
Alex2 (A2) 29-30 June 2010 94.5W, 22.5N Intensify TS-Hurr HRD
Karl1 (K1) 12-13 Sept 2010 73W, 16.5N Intensify TW HRD
Karl2 (K2) 13 Sept 2010 79W, 17.5N Intensify TW HRD
Karl3 (K3) 14 Sept 2010 84.5W, 18.5N Intensify TS HRD
Karl4 (K4) 16 Sept 2010 94W, 20N Intensify Hurr HRD

Matthew (M1) 23 Sept 2010 77W, 14N Intensify Hurr HRD
Nuri1 (N1) 15-16 Aug 2008 147E, 14N Intensify TW TCS08
Nuri2 (N2) 16-17 Aug 2008 140E, 15N Intensify TD TCS08

TCS025-1 (T1) 27-28 Aug 2008 152E, 18N Non-develop TW TCS08
TCS030 (T2) 01-02 Sept 2008 143E, 12N Non-develop TW TCS08
Hagupit2 (H2) 14 Sept 2008 147.5E, 18N Non-develop TW TCS08

a Position is the center of vorticity at 2 km, and it represents the center of horizontal domain

(4◦ × 4◦ mask). Decaying and non-developing cases are classified as non-intensifying. The

tropical cyclone stages are: TW - tropical wave, TD tropical depression, TS-tropical storm,

Hurr-Hurricane. TW and TD are classified as weak, TS and Hurr as strong systems.
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Figure 1. The moist entropy (left) and moisture budgets (right) of Hurricane Edouard during

HS3 missions. (a) Moist entropy budget contributions: lateral entrainment of moist entropy

(red), surface fluxes (blue), radiative cooling (green), irreversible entropy generation (magenta).

(b) Moisture budget contributors: lateral import of moisture (red) and moisture surface fluxes

(blue). (c) Total moist entropy tendency (black dots). (d) Total moisture tendency = lateral

entrainment + surface fluxes. The lines between dots are used to keep track of difference between

results in successive flights, and are not representative of the trend. The horizontal distance

between dots is the same for all cases and not representative of time between flights. Naming

convention is as follows: Sept11 is Edouard 1, Sept14 is Edouard 2, Sept16 Edouard 3, and

Sept18 Edouard 4.
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Figure 2. Vertical profiles of lateral entrainment of moist entropy (top), vertical mass flux

(middle) and lateral entrainment of moisture (bottom), for 4 Edouard missions. The vertical

extent of bottom plot is just up to 8 km, because the moisture import is zero above that.

Vertical profiles from Edouard 1 are first on the left, followed by Edouard 2, Edouard 3 and

Edouard 4.
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Figure 3. Vorticity tendency for Edouard 4 mission (September 18-19, 2014), at 6 km.

Vorticity tendency due to stretching (10−6s−2, left) and total vorticity tendency (10−6s−2, right).
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Figure 4. Same as Figure 1, but for Gabrielle. Moisture tendencies have different scale than

Edouard cases. Naming convention: Aug29 is Gabrielle 1, Sept04 is Gabrielle 2, and Sept07 is

Gabrielle 3.
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 2, for 3 Gabrielle missions. Gabrielle 1 is far left, followed by

Gabrielle 2 and Gabrielle 3. The horizontal and vertical axis limits match ones in respective

Edouard plots.
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Figure 6. Mixing ratio of water vapor (g/kg, contour plot, left), air temperature (K, contour

plot, right) and wind speeds (arrows, right) at 2km, dropsonde positions (black dots), and limits

of the domain (black box), for Gabrielle 2 mission (September 04-05, 2013 research flight). Wind

speed is storm-relative.
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Figure 7. Mixing ratio of water vapor (g/kg) and storm-relative wind speed (arrows) at 6 km,

for Gabrielle 2 mission.
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Figure 8. Moist entropy budget for larger dataset (including Edouard and Gabrielle). Top:

Moist entropy tendencies due to surface fluxes (stars), lateral entrainment (circles) and loss due

radiative cooling (diamonds), for all non-intensifying (red) and intensifying cases (blue). Bottom:

Total moist entropy tendency for all non-intensifying (red) and intensifying cases (blue). As in

previous sections, the lines between the points are for easier recognition, and do not represent

the trend. The mission notation is explained in Table 1.
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Figure 9. Partial moisture budget for larger dataset. Top: Moisture tendencies due to surface

fluxes (stars) and lateral entrainment (circles), for all non-intensifying (red) and intensifying

cases (blue). Bottom: Total moisture tendency due to surface fluxes and lateral entrainment,

for all non-intensifying (red) and intensifying cases (blue). Tropical storms and hurricanes are

diamonds, tropical depressions and disturbances are circles.
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